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An approximation is formulated to account for relativistic ef-
fects in core + cluster wave functions. The approximation can be imple-
mented by altering the input to distorted-wave Born-approximation codes
such Q~ nWUCK and MERCURY. Approximation results for the 24Mg(p,dl
* Present address.
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23 1+ . d . d . f fMg(2.36 Mev'2 ) crass sect10n ao aSSoC1ate react10n orm actcrs
dgree to within 20 percent when compared to the predictions of the 01-
rae Equation. The approximation a150 permits the incorporation of ~en-
ter-oi-mass and relativistic corrections in a cansistent manner.

RESUMEN

Se formula una aproximaci6n para tomar en cuenta efectos rela-
tivistas en funciones de onda de núcleo más cúmulo. La aproximación se
puede implementar alterando la entrada a códigos de aproximación de
Boro de onda distorsionada tales como DWUCK y MERCURY. Los resultados
de esta aproximfci6n para la sección eficaz de la reacción 24Mg(p,d)
23Mg(2.36 MeV, _+) y para los factores de forma asociados con la reac-
ci6n concuerdan2dentro del 20\ con las predicciones de~a ecuaci6n de
Oirac. La aproximaci6n también permite la incorporaci6n de correccio-
nes de centro de masa y relativistas de una manera consistente.

1. UITROOOCCICN

Calculations of distorted-wave Born-approxirnation (DWBA) form
factors (wave Bunctions) for nuclear core plus valence nucleons are us~

ally calculated using a Schrbtlinger equation formulation in standard
codes such as DWllCK(l) or MERQJRy(2). However. recent work suggests
that modifications to the standard DWBA approach which include center-
of-mass corrections(3-6) and relativistic effects(7,B) are important
considerations in the calculation oí reaction properties such as trans-
fer and inelastic scattering cross sections.

The Unportance of center-of-mass cffects in the zcro.range form
factor was notedby Pinkston(3) and Pinkston and lano(4). Feng et ato (S)

also observed improved DWBA results with the proper treatment of the
nuclear structurc. Usually, the Unplementation oí the center-of-mass
correction approachcs requires significant modification to DWBA codeso
f{owevcr, it is possible to obtain a center-of-mass correction approach
which is implemented by only altering the input to existing DWBA codeso
This type of approach was followed in Ref. 6 and an approxtmate center-
of-mass representation was shown to reproduce the rigorous center-of-mass
forro factor corrcction medel results.

The inclusion oí a Dirac typc relativistic correction would re-
even more extensive modifications to the standard DWBA cedes noted
Therefore, an approximatc approach oí including rclativistic
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wave function effects generated by the Dirac equation would be highly
desirable. 5uch a model would permit estimates of Dirac rclativistic cf
fects without significant error. It would be even more desirable if
both Dirac and center-of-mass effects could be obtained within the same
DWBA model by only altering the input to the wave function potential par
ameters(6). -

The present paper will attempt to accomplish this task. Speci-
fically, our approxirnation will be compared with a more rigorous IJIIlBA
model which used Dirac wave functions(8). In addition, model results in
cluding Dirac wave functions will be compared with models far center-of-
mass and center-of-mass plus Dirac corrections in the wave functions.
The corrections will be incorporated into both core plus cluster form
factors and into the entrance and exit ehannel wave functions.

2. FORMo\LISM

The form factor <B,bIVIA,a> contains all the nuclear structure
infonnation required to calculate the cross sectioll far the reaction

B+b_ A+a (1)

where B + b are the entrance ehannel partieles and A + a are the parti-
eles in the exit channel. Por transfer reactions, the identifications

B=A+x

and
a = b + x

(2)

are made in order to facilitate the description of the B(b,a)A reaction.
The quantity x appearing in Eq.(2) is the transferred cluster or parti-
ele. As noted in Reí. 6, the form factor invvlves integration aYer al1
target and projectile coordinatesJ
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<B,b¡VIA,a> 7 7 7~. (r ) V(r
b
) ~ (rbX)B Ax x

(3)

where V is the effective interaction between b and x, and the ~Is are
the bound state wave functions which describe the moticn oí the trans-
ferred body x rclative to A and b. Far convenience, the spectroscopic
strengths are absorbed ioto the bound state wavefunctions. As a specif-
ic example and to compare OUT results directly with the Dirac approac~
x is assumed to be a single nucleon. Therefore, the zero-range ~~ ap-
prox~tion can be utilized and the radial dependence of the interaction
V can be replaced by a delta function(6,9):

~ (;b ) = D ó(;b)a x o x

wherr

J
7 7 7D = dr
b

V(rb) ~ (rb )
o x x a x

By introducing the delta funetían, thc T-matrix can be written as

(4)

(5)

(6)

~here ~B(r)is the form factor and the rcmaining quantities appearing in
Eq. (6) are defined in Ref. 6. The form factor ~B(;) is defined within
the O"~ formalism by solving the SchrbUinger cquation:

(T + U - E)~ o (7)

where T is the kinetie energy. U is thc nueleon-nueleus potential whieh
ineludes thc Coulomb interaetion. and E is the binding energy oí the
nueleon-nueleus system. A similar approaeh is used to obtain the en-
trance (x¡+») and exit (x~-») channel wave functions(9).
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The Dirac equation wave function '¥ is obtaíned fran the Dirac
equation (h = c = 1):

{~ . p + Slm + V (r)) + V (r) + V (r) - E) ~ = O
s v e (8)

where real Dirac scalar (V ), Dirac vector (V), and Coulomb potentials
(Vc) are added to tne free ~irac Ibmiltonian (~ . p + Bm) with total en-
ergy E. The mass m is taken to be the reduced total energy to account
for recaíl in a mínimum relativistic manner(lO). Standard manipula-
tions(8) transform Eq.(8) into a second-order differential equation for
the upper component ~, which is just the Dirac form factor. The trans-
formation contains the Darw;n term(11) in -; . V which is transformed
away(8) be setting ~(-;) = Bt(;) ~(-;),where ~(r) is obtained from the
equation

and

{
V2 ~ 7

-".,...... + U (r) + V (r) o. L -~c eff s.a.

B(r) = 1 + IV (r) - V (r)) I(E + m)
s v

o 19)

(10)

U ff(r) = V (r)e cen
( 2dB)
rdi'

(11)

The term Bl is defined as the damping factor which suppresses
the wave funetían in the nuclear interior. The factor B! is typically
about 0.75 ncar the origin and rises to unity in the nuclear surface(B).
The other terms appearing in Eqs.(9)-(11) are defined by Rost et ato (8).
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3. RESULTS AND DISOJSSICl'J

In arder to evaluate the Dirac-DWBA model approximation, the
core plus nucleon wave function was generated from the potential

AYo 1
+ V + "'5".Coulomb 't;l." r

df(r,r ,a )
so sodr L.S (12)

Following Ref. 8, similar tenns are also added to the entrance and exit
ehannel potentials, but herein we concentrate OUT discussion an the COTe
plus nucleon forro factor. The approximation of Eq.(12) only requires
the addition of a few bound state potential cards to the input deck for
DWBA codes such as DWUCK(l) or MERCURy(2) •. In Eq.(12) , V is the cen-

o
tral potential,A is the Thamas spin-orbit term, a, is the diffuseness

1

parameter, r. is the radius parameter, and V 1 mb is the Coulomb inter
1 Cou o -

actian between the core and the transferred cluster. The term f(r,r, ,a)
1 1

has the Woods-Saxon shape:

=[l+eXP(
r - r.A1/3 J-1

a, 1 ) ,

1

(13)

where A is the core mass. The term involving VI is the center-of-mass
correction term(6) and will be taken to be zera initially. The V2 tenm
represents the Dirac approximation, and will be used to approximate the
Dirac form factor.

A number of free parameters (namely V2J r2, and a2) are used to
simulate the Dirac solution. Since the Dirac solution is known to de-
press the interior wave function(8), the parameters r2 and a2 are chosen
following the selection of Ref. 6:
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0.44 ro

and
0.31 ao

(14)

In arder to justify this selection, we attempt to obtain the results oí
Rost ~ atiB) for the 24~~(p,d)23~~(2.36 ~~v,l+)cross section for
T = 9~ ~~v.The model noted aboye, using the parameters of Eq.(14),p
the value V2 +Vo and the reaction channel parameters of Ref. B repro-
duce the cross section results of Rost ~ ato within about 20\. Al.
though this in itself an important result, an even stronger conclusion
concerning the validity oí OUT approximation can be drawn if the form
factor were depressed in accordance with the predictions oí the Dirac
solution.

A comparison oí model Dirac approximations and the Dirac solu~
tion for the 23Mg + n forrnfactor is surnmarized in TabIe l. The results
again confirm that thc model (~(BA with Dirac simulation) approximation
provides a representative description oí the Dirac solution. The model
solution is within 6\ oí the Dirac solution at r = O, and within about
1\ oí the Dirac form factor value at the nuclear surface. The cross
section and form factor results provide confidcnce that the model is
providing a reasonable description of the Dirac wave fuction corrections.

In addition to relativistic(Dirac) corrections, TabIe I sum-
marizes the impacts oí center oí mass corrections. The center-oí-mass
corrections alter the íonm factor considerably more than the Dirac cor-
rections. However, a physical for factor must necessarily include both
Dirac and center-of-mass corrections. The present approach provides a
means of obtaining physical form factors and this approach can be used
to provide quick and representative cross scction estima tes for evalua-
ting the effects oí relativistic and center.of-mass corrections.
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TABLE 1

Value of fonn factorC)
~lethod V a) V b) r = O r=surface Reference1 2

Dirae(exaet) -- -- 1.00 0.75 8

Dirae(approx.) O +VO 0.94 0.74 This work

Center-of-Mas5 +5VO O 0.86 0.36 This work
(approx.)

Dirac+Center-of-Mass +5VO +VO 0.86 0.34 This work
(approx.)

a) Center-of-mass potential strength, Eq.(12).
b) Dirae potential strength, Eq.(12).
e) Normalized to the Ref. 8 Dirae form factor value at r=O.

Table l.
23Comparison oi Approximation Methods for the Mg+n forro factor.
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